The Application of Image Mosaic in Information Collecting for an Amphibious Spherical Robot System
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Abstract - Amphibious spherical robots that achieve the correct navigation need to collect surrounding information and clear perception. In addition to equip various sensors, the robot collecting information can also rely on the video images, which include rich texture and information of color. In this paper, we present a video image mosaic method to collect surrounding information of the amphibious spherical robot. We extract key frame from video image based on K-means clustering, and control the number of key frame by changing threshold. Meanwhile, pre-processing key frame and extracting the image key points based on SIFT (Scale-invariant Feature Transform). Then, use RANSAC (Random Sample Consensus) to eliminate the mismatch, and choose suitable value of scaling parameter of SIFT to improve match accuracy. Finally, stitching these key frames up, we got a complete image. Experimental results indicated that image mosaic not only conclude key points of video but also reduce fuzzy phenomenon, enhance the perception of direction. Compared with the direct splicing of video frames, the computation is greatly reduced and still retains important information.

Index Terms - Amphibious Spherical Robot; K-means clustering; SIFT; RANSAC; Video image mosaic

I. INTRODUCTION

As a tool for detecting ocean resources, amphibious robots, become more and more important. These robots could be used for various tasks, such as pipeline cleaning, data collection, inspection, construction and maintenance of underwater equipments [1]-[4].

No matter under the water or on the land, amphibious spherical robots could complete these tasks very well. In order to control accurately, amphibious robots collect surrounding information and clear perception that make them become extremely effective. Therefore, the data processing such as stitch image is necessary to observe the object over the wide rang [5]-[7]. We focus on the image mosaic, which broadens our view greatly. It has been widely used in various fields, such as remote sensing image processing, virtual reality technology, image reconstruction and other areas [8]-[12].

In the field of medicine, the field of view (FOV) would be restricted when it steers the gastro scope to screen. The narrow FOV increases the operation inefficiency and misdiagnosis rate. In this way, a broader FOV surveillance method which is based on global and local panoramic views is desired to improve the efficiency of gastro copy and guide endoscopes as they manipulate surgical instruments around anatomical structures [13].

UAV (Unmanned Aerial Vehicles) low-altitude remote sensing become improves popular. In order to expand the field of vision, better uniform processing, interpretation, analysis and study of UAV image information, we often need to stitch adjacent image to a panoramic image [14]. Such as in the field of agriculture, obtaining frequent aerial images of their farms by UAV allow the farmers to make informed decisions related to fertilizer application, irrigation, pesticide, application and other farm practices. The images are Geo-tagged and a mosaic is built to inform farm decisions [15].

In the file of virtual environment, 360-degree panoramas could provide an immersive experience for observers through simultaneous camera shots and reliable automated stitching [16]. Such as Google Street View let users explore places around the world through panoramic bubbles or strips [17]. And Microsoft Street Slide employs multi-perspective strip panoramas to generate a visual summary of continuous street sides [16].

In the field of military, such as air combat environment navigation, image mosaic is very reliable, safe, economical, and non-destructive, can be repeated many times, etc. Splicing can be just done between two images, which save time, thereby enhances the quality of real-time virtual navigation [18].

In order to improve the effect of image monitoring, image mosaic technology is introduced into remote video monitoring system. After the completion of mosaic, the whole status of the transformer and the switch can be observed. If they are abnormal, operation and maintenance personnel can easily determine their abnormal position, judge more accurately, and give a timely and effective treat on the defects. So the security and reliability of unattended substation’s operation can be improved [19].

From the domestic and foreign research present situation, we can find that the research in the field of image mosaic has made significant breakthrough. In this section, we propose apply image mosaic to amphibious spherical robot information collected.

This paper consists of four parts. Section II introduces the video module of amphibious spherical robot. Then section III
illustrates the method of video image processing. In section IV, land movement experiences are carried out; analysis of experimental results is given. Finally, we come to conclusions and bring forward future work in section V.

II. THE VIDEO MODULE OF AN AMPHIBIOUS SPHERICAL ROBOT

In order to adapt to the complex ocean environment, our amphibious spherical robot is designed not only to walk on land but also to move under the water [20]-[23]. It should also realize more degrees of freedom movement. The prototype of the robot is shown in Figure 1.

The video module of spherical amphibious robot consists of two parts. One part of it is video acquisition module. The Charge-coupled Device (CCD) HD camera we used with high definition, based on NTSC system. Its rated voltage is 12V, with the characteristics of waterproof, shockproof, high temperature resistant.

The other part of the video module contains a wireless transmitter and a wireless receiver, as shown in Figure 2. The modulation type of wireless transmitter is FM, its operating frequency is 1.1/1.2/1.3GHz and rated voltage is 12V. The wireless receiver’s working frequency is 1.2/1.3GHz and working on 12V. The information transferred between the wireless transmitter and the wireless receiver through microwave transmission. The maximum transmission distance is 1000m in the open environment. When the spherical amphibious robot movement underwater the signal transfer would be attenuation, it is also proportional to the distance.

III. VIDEO IMAGES PROCESSING

Figure 3 shows the main process of the method we proposed, which consists of three steps: video key frame extract, key frame pre-processing and image mosaic. (1) Video key frame extract. To reduce the computationally and adapt to the visual content, we extracted video image key frame based on K-means clustering. It needs to choose a suitable threshold value to control the number of key frames, avoid key frame excessive or insufficient. (2) Key frame pre-processing. In this paper, key frame processing based on image enhancement. It could highlight the desired features of the image, in order to reduce the noise and recognize the image characteristics. (3) Image mosaic. Extract feature points of key frame using the SIFT algorithm and get initial matching points from these key points by the method is that two key points distance is less than scaling parameter times the distance to the second closest match. Then use RANSAC to eliminating mismatch. Finally, realize image mosaic.

A. Video Key Frames Extract

The theory of video is according to the characteristic of “short stopping” of human eyes to show some pictures, make people product a feeling of movement. To remove redundant information of video, we present an approach to extract key frame based on K-means clustering.

Comparing with conventional general methods, such as based on shot boundary, based on motion analysis, and based on image information, etc., this shot clustering method could reflect the significant information of the video easily.

Extract a video all frames $f_1, f_2, \cdots$ and select each frame colour histogram in YUV colour space as visual features to gathered S frames divided into M clusters: $C_1, C_2, \cdots$.

First of all, set a threshold as $TH$. Make the first frame as the first cluster. According to the colour histogram difference between the first frame and one other frame calculate their similarity $X(C_i, C_j)$, which marks the clustering centre of mass of the distance. Make this similarity $X(C_i, C_j)$ compare with the threshold value $TH$, if $X$ is bigger than $TH$, then fall it into the first clustering also adjust the centre of mass. On the contrary, become another new clustering $M = M + 1$. In the end, S frames in the video can be divided into M clusters.
In the next step, we will choose the key frame from M clusters. Select the centre of the cluster frame as a key frame. The selection of threshold value influences the number of cluster. The smaller the threshold value, the less key frames. Setting appropriate threshold can be ensuring the speed of stitching under the premise of without losing important information.

B. Key Frames Pre-processing

In this paper, key frames processing based on image enhancement. This method could highlight the desired features of image, also could reduce the noise and recognize the image characteristics. Under the water, amphibious robot uses light cause the phenomenon of uneven illumination.

A physical model for underwater-imaging has been built, and it could be simplified as [24]:

\[
Z(x, y) = I_\infty \rho(x, y) e^{-\beta d} + I_\infty (1 - e^{-\beta d})
\]

(1)

Where \( I_\infty \) is light irradiation intensity, \( \rho(x, y) \) is object radiance which be observed, \( \beta \) is attenuation coefficient, \( d \) is the distance between CCD and viewpoint, \( Z(x, y) \) is the brightness of location \((x, y)\).

Underwater image restoration actually to according (1) estimate \( I_\infty \rho(x, y) \) which representative recovery image:

\[
\hat{\rho} = I_\infty (1 - e^{-\beta d})
\]

(2)

\[
I_\infty (1 - e^{-\beta d}) = [Z(x, y) - \lambda] e^{\beta d}
\]

(3)

The clearness processing of underwater degraded image as follows:

1. Transform original RGB image to YUV colour image.
2. Recovery the signal Y through the wavelet transforms.
3. Adjust the brightness of signal Y on the low frequency sub-band of wavelet.
4. Combine with signal Y and chrominance signals U, V to form RGB colour image.

C. Image mosaic

1) The algorithm of SIFT

Fig. 3 The main process of image musical
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Image mosaic could reduce fuzzy phenomenon of video recording and enhance orientation perception. SIFT has advantages of scale scaling, rotating, radiation transform and unchanged brightness changes on image [25].

The algorithm of SIFT contain following four steps:
(i) Scale-space extrema detection
The first stage of computation searches over all scales and image locations [26]. It is implemented efficiently by using a difference-of-Gaussian function to identify potential interest points that are invariant to scale and orientation. The process of product difference-of-Gaussian was shown in Figure 4. For each octave of scale space, the initial image is repeatedly convolved with Gaussians to produce the set of scale space images shown on the left. Adjacent Gaussian images are subtracted to produce the difference-of-Gaussian images on the right. After each octave, the Gaussian image is down-sampled by a factor of 2, and the process repeated.

Once the interest points are defined, the pixel of each sample point is compared to its eight neighbours in the current image and nine neighbours in the scale above and below, as shown in Figure 5. It is selected only if it is larger than all of these neighbours or smaller than all of them.
(ii) Key point localization
At each candidate location, a detailed model is fit to determine location and scale. Key points are selected based on measures of their stability.
(iii) Orientation assignment
One or more orientations are assigned to each key point location based on local image gradient directions. All future operations are performed on image data that has been transformed relative to the assigned orientation, scale, and location for each feature, thereby providing invariance to these transformations.
(iv) Key points descriptor
The local image gradients are measured at the selected scale in the region around each key point. These are transformed into a representation that allows for significant levels of local shape distortion and change in illumination.

2) The region based image stitching algorithm
The algorithm of the region based image stitching, a conventional general image mosaic method, according the pixel to select a template in an image. And finding the closest point or region in the other image, rely on the evaluation function.

The algorithm of region based image stitching contain following four steps:
(i) Delimit the image of template,
(ii) Set the search scope in the matching graph, and find the position with the maximum similarity with the template graph,
(iii) Seamless splicing of the images to be stitched according to the maximum similarity.

In the first step of the region-based image stitching algorithm, the select of the template have a significant impact on. The maximum time consumption is in the second step.

3) Comparison of two algorithms
The principle of the region based image stitching is extracting feature points from two adjacent images. If two images have amount of similar regions and the overlap is small, the quality of the mosaic image will be affected by the randomness of the template selection.

The algorithm of SIFT is one method based on feature matching. We firstly extracted the special feature of images
and then marching them, so the stitching images can retain the feature of displacement, rotation, scale. In the process of mosaic, the data quantity of images could greatly compress. Registration image with the algorithm of SIFT, the quantity of calculation is become small and the speed of it is rising. Also have very good robustness. As long as there are three or more than three points to be matched, we can get the registration.

4) Feature match and eliminated mismatch

After extract the key points, the next step is matching them. A more effective measure is to obtained by comparing the distance of the closest neighbour to that of the second-closest neighbour. Then we often still need to identify correct subsets of matches, in this paper we used RANSAC to reduce mismatching. In the end, through the perspective to stitch image.

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

A. Extract Key Frames of Amphibious Robot on Land Video

![Graph showing relative visual similarity across different frame rates](image)

**Fig.6 The location of key frame in whole video**

Under accessibility condition, the video module of amphibious spherical robot maximum transmissive distance is 1000 m on the land. The link between working speed and frequency of amphibious spherical robot is different. When working frequency changes from 0 HZ to 1.25HZ, working speed increase with it. However, when working frequency exceed 1.25Hz, working speed decrease with it. In this case, we perform experiment under the 1.25HZ of working frequency. Different rode surface the amphibious spherical robot has different maximum speed. In this experiment, we drive robot on the tile floor which maximum speed is 7.6 cm/s.

Through the wireless transmitter on the amphibious spherical robot, we received the surrounding information of robot from wireless receiver. The length of video we collected is 39 s. Processed it by the method we refer to in section III.

There are totally 983 frames in the video we collected. We extracted the number of key frame is 28, it cost 0.7 s. As shown in Figure 6, we can see the location of key frame in whole video. The number of key frame increase when threshold change bigger, it influence image mosaic quality, information integrity and extraction time. The key frames we extracted as shown in Figure 7.

B. Result Analysis of Image Mosaic

We stitched these key frames through the method we proposed in section III, the result as shown in Figure 8. Because of the spherical robot’s center of gravity are changing constantly with its four legs put up or down. In this case, the image we stitched would be existed the defect phenomenon of uneven on image edge. Figure 8 shows some deferent results, when we select deferent scaling parameter. The phenomenon of uneven edge could be relieved more when the scaling parameter is grown from 0.4 to 0.6, and the situation of image distortion becomes better. When scaling parameter change form 0.6 to 0.7, the quality of images are changing fewer. Under the situation of 0.7, the stitch time becomes longer. In this case, we set the scaling parameter as 0.6 to insure accuracy of image mosaic.

![Images showing different scaling parameters](image)

**Fig.8 Results of the image mosaic**
Experiments results show that the complete process of extracting key points from key frame, matching key points, eliminating mismatch and stitching key frames cost 17.73 s. Compared with the direct splicing of video frames, the computation is greatly reduced and still retain important information [27]. In the Figure 8, we can easily see that some important information which around the robot also retain. Image transmission is much faster than the transmission of video and easy to save.

V CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a method to collect surrounding information with video module for amphibious spherical robot. This robot could collect surrounding information when it works in the narrow environment.

Image mosaic is used as a method of collect surrounding information of the amphibious spherical robot. Firstly, we use the method of K-Means clustering to extract the key frames from video image which we collected before. And then we processed these frames use the method of image enhancement. Based on the key frames extracted from the video, the features of key points are calculated. Furthermore, the methods of SIFT and RANSAC are used and then the image matching and stitching are completed. The simulation results show that amphibious spherical robot used image mosaic could get better quality image, more interactivity and also reduce the redundant information. Compared with the direct splicing of video frames, the computation is greatly reduced and still retains important information. Image mosaic improve the performance when amphibious spherical robot working in limitations environment.
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